In the x-ray idea there are some examples of items
that I usually carry when traveling. And examples of
these items will increase. The images on these items
is an example of the image alone (except sarong)
that I use.

Since 2 weeks ago. In Serrum there is some sticker
paper in the paste on some walls. And the sticker
warning and direction as a form of communication
widely available to others in Serrum. This directive is
an interesting direction in my opinion. And my mind
immediately connected dengal this wall project.
Maybe this can inspire
And maybe just a few ideas that I show in x-rays can
be a good material for display on the wall ideas.
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Sajadah I get during Eid 7 Years ago.
I use this sajada for prayer when traveling, although sometimes.
But my mother always reminded me to bring the sajadah when I travel.

Flannel is a gift from my girlfriend as a birthday present to me.
He gave it 3 days before my birthday, maybe it was a little strange.
But according to me The romantic and I love.
Flannel I often I take this as a flannel is traveling normally
The first clothes when I travel. And I am happy to use this flannel,
although I rarely wash. But flannel is still fragrant perfume unassisted.

I usually bring a few pieces boxers. And most of my boxers patterned
boxes, for some reason. Nothing special in my boxers.

Usually my mother always equip the fish oil when I travel.
At home I have some big jar of fish oil because my mother
always entrust to buy from her friend who lived in Australia
because the price is cheaper she say. Fish oil is very usefull to keep
my endurance.

It is a military-style sarong. This sarong gived from
my neighbor who became a new enlisted. Usually
I take it frequently and use this as a replacement blanket.
Sometimes I use it as a pillow and a mat to sleep.
Most in Indonesia people used as a tool for prayer.
Usually I bring 1 again for prayer.

The jeans I bought about 7 years ago.
These jeans are the mainstay of my pants,
the color is still good just thread the ends have
started out as often trampled. These jeans are the only
pants that is "humane" than another dear pants.
Once these pants left in a villa because it dried.
But I managed to get. somehow I use this every first pants
after washing, I always rain, but it only occasionally.

Trousers purchased when my first teaching practice.
Because teachers should not be teaching with jeans.
Usually I bring these pants to anticipate when there is
a formal event when I travel. These pants are
My replacement pants. And until now these pants
may have been inappropriate to use when a formal event.

When our office boy back to home,
Our difficult to get a gallon of water.
Because who knows the phone number services
gallon water delivery is she. and then.
He took the initiative to spread the telephone number
and putted near the phone.

THIS TOILET IS BRO!!
If translated in English as it was.
This sticker attached to the door of the bathroom a few.
I do not know why the sticker is affixed, but already
seen that the door is the bathroom door.
But it's interesting.

DO NOT FORGET TO SHOWER BRO!!!
A word of warning be for some people who
rarely bathe because busy of work.
Placed near the wall in some of their desks.
And you have to believe there is not a sticker near my desk.

Flush defecate OUT BRO
Yes indeed rather disgusting.
But the fact that this paper is in front of
the closet. Maybe for reading material
while defecating.

